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SUMMARY

CSO maintains that [-i&H is a front for Phoenix TV. which is a front for China. wj is

on a campaign to undermine U.S. national interests and interfere with U.S. elections by

broadcasting propaganda to Chinese Americans in Southern California. The grant of the Permit

application would enable the foregoing. The Permit application process traditionally involves

minor questions not invoking the national interests and threats to the electoral system, the latter

issues that the Administration advises are present with respect to China and for which multiple

acencies have responded by employing greater scrutiny to financial and media transactions

involving China.

H&H asserts that the Commission need not be concerned by a grant of the Permit.

because H&H and Phoeiix TV can be trusted to behave. H&H asserts: it provided all required

information on the Form 308; there are no factors requiring denial of the Permit; national

security risks are not present; neither it nor its programming partner, Phoenix TV, or any

individual involved, is a front for China; no propaganda will be broadcast; registration as foreign

agents is not required; this is not a financial transaction requiring inter-agency review; the

Commission. may not consider program content; any interference caused by XEWW-AM is

belated; and most of the arguments CSO advances to deny the Permit are belated.

In reply, CSO maintains that the Permit application Form 308 provides that the data

requested on the form is not exhaustive; national security issues presented are part of the public.

interest and must be considered; Phoenix TV controls staffing and programming, important

functions reflecting that F{&H has delegated de /2icto control to Phoenix TV; that inter-locked

staffing of H&Fi and Phoenix TV further indicates c/c [ado control; both the programming

agreement providing conrnensation to H&H and Phoenix TVs payment of programming
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)ducuon costs constitutes a CF'IUS coered financial transact precedent

ect thorizes denial of the Permit in lieu of content regulation: the Permit application

triguered the riaht to file a petition to deny as to the interference caused by XEWW-AM as to

two Arizona AM co-channel stations: and Commission precedent allows the consideration of

non-specified pleadings where necessary for a robust and accurate record.
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Introduction

Chinese Sound of Oriental and West Heritage (CSO"). licensee of KQEV-LP. WalnuL

California. by its attorneys, hereby files this reply (Reply to Response") to the pleading styled

"Response to Unauthorized Pleadings" ("Response"), filed on September 24, 2018, by GLR

Southern California LLC (GLR), and its parent company H&H Group USA LLC (hereinafter.

collectively H&H).1

11.

	

Backround

In an Application filed on June 13, 2018, H&H seeks approval under Section 325 of the

L ornmunications Act 47 U S (.

	

325 foi a Permit to dell\ cr via intcrriut protocol Mandarin

Pursuant to Section 1 .3 of the Commission's Rules. CSO rectuests leave to file this Reply to
Resronse. As H&H provided suhswntial new material in As Resonse. CSO requests leave to
respond .o thai. new matena!.



lariguace progranimmg from a studio in the Los Angeles area to radio station XE\\v-AM.

Rosarita. Baja California Norte. Mexico. which sianal can he received in all of Southern

California and beyond.

In its Petition to Deny. Filed on August 8, 201 $ ("Petition"), and a Supplement to the

Petition to Deny, filed on September 4. 2018 (Supplcmcnt") and a Reply to the Opposition to

the Petition to Deny ("Reply") flied on September 1 1. 201 8. CSO demonstrated that the Peopl&s

Republic of China ("PRC or China') is conducting a multi-prong. broad overseas campaian.

usinu media organizations to undermine American national interests, including efforts to

interfere with American elections. In support of its position. CS() cited findings and warnings of

and by multiple U.S. security and intelligence agencies, governmental monitorine agencies.

research institutions, media advocates and human rights representatives. Supplement, at 2. 4, 5.

6.

CSO also demonstrated via a sworn declaration of the fom'ier senior manager and News

Director for Phoenix TV USA Ltd. ("Phoenix TV") that Phoenix TV is a Cayrnan islands-

chartered and Hong Kong based-entity, subject to the sovereignty of the PRC. and that H&I-J has

delegated near universal programming rights and financial sales management to Phoenix TV.

two of three factors that the CommiSSion has held constitute c/c faclo control. in violation of the

Commission Rules. As to the third factor- financing - CSO maintains that. as H&H has not

provided any documentation as to the source of funding for the acquisition and operations of

XEWW-AM. and given the defiicio control of the first two Factors. the Commission is unable to

decide as to the third factor; and thus. the Commission cannot conclude that a grant of the Permit

would serve the public interest.

2



H&H Resnonse

In response in the above. Fl&H asserts that the Supplement and Reply are unumei\ and

	

beyond the arguments and factors detailed in the Petition; and. as such, they are unauthorized"

and should not he considered. Response. at 4-6.

On the merits of the CSO assertions. H&H's general response is that CSO advances self-

serving. anticompetitive. unsupported allegations; and the covernment and CSO are making

-mongering and racially- ed assertions in their efforts to consider Ic Ic national

security interest findings. Response. at 2.

More speci heal! H&H has four responses. H&H says: a) it has demonstrated sufficient

evidence for a grant of the Permit and CSO has not demonstrated any grounds for denial of the

nit: h) neither H&H nor GLR is or will be an agent for the PRC; c) the CSC) inter:Ibrence

claims as to KcEE(AM). Tucson.. Arizona. and the new proposed AM station at Fl staff

Arizona. are belated, and CSO lacks standing to complain: and d) the Supplement and Reply

of iër new information and are untimely. Response, 3.

As detailed below, the H&H Response ignores the record in this proceeding. and its

assertions and arguments are evasive and disingenuous. Pivotallv, H&H ignores that the public

interest standard for accepting non-rule specified pleadings and the substantive thetors for

detailing the public interest arc broad and flexible, liberally permitting robust pleadings not

specjiically authorized and considering and ailowinti the consideration of a variable, adjusting

and evolving ad hoc public interest standard.



IV. Arainnent

A. The Per/nit Application Request for fnfdrm.ation Is Not .E5thaustive and National
Security Factors Can Be Supplemented

1. The Permit Application Form Provides Notice That Additional Data
May Be Required

FJ&H argues that it has submitted all the information requested on the Permit Form 308

and that is enough for a grant of the Permit, as it is not required to submit anything more.

Restated, H&H submits that the Permit form data requests are exhaustive, and the Commission

may not ask for additionaJ data. Response, at 3.

H&I-i ignores its own citation of Section 325 of the Communications Act, which requires

that before the Commission may grant a Permit, the Commission must find a grant to be in the

public interest. Nothing in Permit Form 308, or the Commission Rules, precludes the

Commission from seeking additional data. Further and decisively, the instructions to the Permit

Application specifically provide notice that the Commission may require additional information.

See Instructions for Form 308, pars. 3-4, at p. 2. Indeed, absent additional data, the Commission

could (and should) designate the Permit application for an evidentiary hearing to secure

substantially greater information. See Instructions for Form 308, par. 3, at p. 2.

2. Petitioner has detailed overwheimin evidence to support denial of the Permit. or
alternatively, the need for aa evidentiary hearing

H&H maintains that CSO has not provided any grounds to deny the Permit. Response, at

3. H&H further asserts that the national security, interests demonstrated by CSO are insufficient

grounds ndJor evidence to deny the Permit, given that such a standard would be new. Response,

at 3-4. Note 9. The reply is that H&H ignores that the traditional broad public intereststandard is

not fixed, but dynamic and variable depending upon the industry, the time period and the specific

4



Advisor. Ofuce of the Special Trade Representative, the U.S.-China Security and Review

Commission and others. Supplement. at 4-5. H&I-l would have the Commission ignore these

findings. The Commission cannot. They represent vital lactorS as to the common defense and

aeneral welfiure, matters constitutionally within the public interest.

Additionally, from his vantage point as a Member o['thc Armed Forces Committee of the

United States Senate. Senator Ted Cruz has cautioned the Commission that China will use

propacanda to undermine American interests and influence American elections. Sec Letter to

Chairman Ajit Pai, dated September 11. 2() I 8. (As the letter does not show as a docket entry on

the Commission's website, it is attached hereto as an Exhibit.) This provides further support and

evidence that national security should be considered here. H&H would have the CommISSion

ignore this caution, summarily dismissing the Senator's assertions as uni unded. Response. note

24.

3. National SecuriyJe Federal Government's core raison dtre

The 1-l&1-i position. seeking to have the Commission ignore national security issues defies

logic and history. i-\ core reason for the Ibderal government's existence is to provide ICr the

general welfare and the common defense.2 the latter of which includes protection against the

aggression of foreign governments and their manipulated entities. 'l'hcre are multiple means by

which the federal government may ensure such national security, including the monitoring of

intelligence lractices of foreign entities to ensure the lack of infiltration. One at the statutes set

lorth to implement protection is the National Security Act of 1947 which established the

National Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency. agencies which recently have

2 Article I. Section 8. United States Constitution.
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found that the PRC is attempting to undermine American interests, including using media ii.

controls to interfere with American elections. Supplement. at 6-7. 0.

In New )?n'k 7'fines v. Lh?i!eJS'a1c. 403 U.S. 713 (1971). the Supreme Court held that

national security issues are a basis for denial o[privileges. e'c'n overriding First Amendment

	

concerns, and the test for sunh denials in print media3 is a "grave and irreparable danger."

However, in that case, the Government failed to satisfy the standard based on the record before

the Court. While the case is generally considered a victory for an expansive reading of the First

Amendment. its decision did not void the Espionage Act underlying the Government's core need

for national security tools to protect against foreign entities. Id, at 730-740 (Justices White and

Brenan, concurring), As such. the H&[T assertion, implicit or otherwise, that national secu y

interests are "insufficient" to deny a Permit ignores history and precedent.

4. The Vice President Also Warns That China Is interfering in Upcoming Elections

lfthe findings of those agencies and entities detailed above and in the Supplement and

Reply were not compelling enough just thirteen days ago, on October 4. 201 8. the Vice

ii'esident underscored and enhanced those findings. In "Remarks by Vice President Pence on the

Administration's Policy Toward China" ("Remarks") before the Hudson Institute, the Vice

President declared an in//cell on p0/ri in U.S.-China relations." The Vice President, echoing other

government lindings, declared that China abuses its economic clout; bullies American conipani es

into transferring to it American technology; intimidates its neighbors: and persecutes religious

and spiritual believers in its own country. in stark language, made particularly relevant het'e, the

Here, as broadcasting and not print media is involved, the standard is lower. A more complete
discussion is given below at sub-Section 5. a.

The text of the Remarks is available online at https://www.whitehouse.gov/hriefi ngs-
statements/remarks-vi ce-president-pence-administrations-policy-toward -cli ma!
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Vice Presidem concludes that China is anemndng to interfbre in the 20 i 8 mitherm election.

adding that China uses its influence and powers by "..rewarding or coercing American

businesses, movies studios, universities, think tanks, scholars, and journalists .... Pointedly, and

especially applicable as to the Permit, the Vice President detailed:

Beijing is employing a whole-of-government approach, using political, economic,
and military tools, as we/I aspi-opagancla, to advance its influence and benefit its
interests in the United States.

And China is also directly appealing to the American voters. Last week. the
Chinese government paid to have a multi page supplement inserted into the Des
Moines Register - the paper of record of the home state of our Ambassador to
China, and a pivotal state in 201 8 and 2020. The supplement designed to look
like the news articles, cast our t:rade policies as reckless and harmful 10 lowans,

Following the declared position of the Administration, on October 10. 2018. the Treasury

Department announced that it had expanded the review of foreign investment in American

entities, particularly by China! The next day, the Energy Department announced heightened

controls on energy technology transfers to the PRC.7 And. as noted by I-J&H, previously, the

Justice Department announced it had ordered Xinhua News Agency and CG[TN, the international

arm of state broadcaster CCTV to register as foreign agents. Response at 1 5, note

Remarks, sixth and fiüy-fifih paragraphs. [Emphasis supplied.]
6 See https:i/home.treasurygov/systemlfiies/206/FR-20 1 8-221 821 7$6904pdf

DOE Announces Measures to Prevent China's Illegal Diversion of 1J.S. Civil Nuclear
Technology for Military or Other Unauthorized Purposes." at
https://www.energy.gov/articles!doe_an.nounces-measures-prevcnt-china-s-i I legal-diversion-us-
civil-n nd ear-teehnolocv

&H atemns zO d smgsh Ilseli f-om thse n;o uuolic1inns mamtai' n b1 unl1k
Phoenix TV, the PRC maintains a'e/ure control over these entities. Response, at 13-1 4. That
difference is not of decisional significance, as the PRC maintains prohihked de fbcio control ov
Phoenix TV as CS() has demonstrated.

S



Given the evidence detailed in the Petition. th and the Reniv. and as

enhanced by the remarks of the Vice President. CSO submfts thai. sufTiciem evidence exists of

national security implications, particularly as to efforts to use propaganda to influence Chinese

Americans in Southern California during the upcoming elections and thereafter, that the

Commission may deny the Permit as not in the public interest. Alternatively. CSO submits that

sufficient evidence exists that material and sdbstantial questions of fact exist justifying an

evidentiary hearing before the Commission can conclude that a grant of the Permit would be in

the public interest.

B. IicIJ is a I2ront fdr Phoenix TV which is Controlled hv the PRC and the

Commission Should Not Trust Phocnir TV to Defl' the Dictates of its Sovereign

nor Trust H&J-J to Def the Economic Coinvensat ion oJPl7oenLr :rj nor the

Aggression of the PRC

CSO has demonstrated in its Petition. Supplement and Reply that Phoenix TV is

controlled by the PRC. CSO has demonstrated also that Vivian Huo the controlling shareholder

of H&H has delegated all programming decisions to Phoenix TV, save the minimalist right to

preempt programs. but without de ai 1 nghow such preemption will be accomplished.9 CSO

further has demonstrated how Phoenix TV controls the hiring of lournalists and sales financial

management at XEWW-AM, owned by H&1-I. Supplement, at Exhibit I, Supplemental

Declaration of XiaoweL par. 3. The Commission has concluded that these factors constitute c/c

facto controL SupplemenL at 10. citing Aspen FM Inc., 6 FCC Red 1602 (1991) That makes

H&H a front for Phoenix TV. While H&H denies being controlled by Phoenix TV it has (idled

to address the factors that the Commission has held constitute c/c facto control.

1. Economic Incentives of Compensation and Profits Propel H&l-I and Phoenix TV

p1iance with the Directives of the PRC

Supplement, at 11-14.

9



}1&E-l asserts that it wil] not to be a front for se. at 74i. H&H lariores

how the world and economics works. As H&H acknowledges. Phoenix TV is a multi-miiiion

dollar global empire. broadcasting multiple channels on multiple continents.'0 Based in Hong

Kong. it is subject to governance by its sovereign, the PRC.

H&H would have the Commission believe that Phoenix TV. the only entity in China that

has the privilege of being a privately owned media company grossing hundreds of millions of

dollars - an absolute monopoly - with sole access to the Chinese nopulation. would risk the

wrath of the PRC. which could, if it chose. close Phoenix TV and thereby destroy the influence

and affluence provided. H&H also would have the Commission believe that H&H would defy

and risk the wrath off hoenix TV which provides H&H with compensation for the right to

program XEWW-AIVL' The H&H argument is not credible. It defies logic. Importantly, the

argument asks the Commission to ignore the findings and warnings of the National Security

Advisor, the Central Intelligence Agency. the Special Trade Representative, the Vice President

and other government agencies. The Commission should not be so misled.

2. The PRC Previously Has Embedded PRC ggnts into Phoenix TV to Uncleimine

American Interests

In 2007. Tai Wang Mak. then Director of Broadcasting and Engineering for Phoenix TV

and his brother, Chi Mak, an engineer at Power Paragon, a defense contractor. were both

sentenced respectively to ten and twenty-four years for conspiracy to commit espionage and for

10 See Supplement, at 12; Response, Exhibit C. Memo of Counsel. second and third pages.

Financial data available online at httn://ir.i feng.com/phoenix.zhrml?c242799&piro ]-

fundlncom
See Response. Exhibit C, second page.
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spy a to transfer American naval secrets to the PRC' The charaes also included actinO as

unregistered agents of a foreign government. They both had been sieeper spies for the PRC for

decades)3 This reflects that Phoenix TV has been - and can he - used by the PRC to advance the

aggression of the PRC.4

3. Jackie Pang Is a Principal of Phoenix TV and H&H. Paid or Unpaid

In its Supplement, at 10. 14, and Exhibit 4, CSO documented how H&H employs Jackie

Pang as an on-air ournaiist' by providing a sworn declaration together with a photograph of

Jackie Pang delivering on-air infonnation. In its Response. H&H asserts that the CSO position is

a demonstrably false claim" and that Phoenix T\ does not employ Jackie Pang or ex-Phoenix

TV on-air hosts. But H&H does not provide any supporting documentation to support its

position. H&Fl concedes that the "..Cornmission may of course take action against an

application based on legitimate and substantial issues of national security, but Petitioners

allegations of improper influence--which lack detail and are unfhunded--do not provide any such

basis here." Response, at 7. That response is inconsistent with the Declaration of Chung Pong

provided by CS015 - and the issue is critical in showing de fic!o control. Given the factual

2 See, Clii Mak. Tai Wang Mak, U.S. District Court. Central District of California, Case No.
CR-00293-CJC March 26. 2008; and April 21. 2008. Tai Wang Mak, U.S. District Court Central
District of California.
See also, How the F.B.I. Cracked a Chinese Spy Ring," The New Yorker, May 12, 2014.
Available online at https;//www.newyorker.comlnewslnews-desk/how-the-f-b-i-cracked-a-
chinese-spy-ring
13Jd

CSO hastens to add, and emphatically so. that it is not sugeestina that either of the individual
princmals of H&H o an's otner udnidual ino \LO in the Pcrmit jn1a 'on roccedirg arc
conducting espionage. The point is that Phoenrx TV previously has been used as a front for the
PRC.

CSO Reply, Exhibit 1.
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dispute. a material and substantial question of fact requiring an evidentiarv hearina is required to

resolve wnether .iacioe Pang rs an agent or the PRC.

H&H maintains that its controlling principal is an American citizen pursuing a legitimate

business opportunity, not a front for Phoenix TV or the PRC. Response, at 8. CSO does not

contest that Vivian Huo .is an American citizen or that the venture involved is a business

opportunity. CSO maintains that Phoenix TV is de faclo controlled by the PRC wh:ich uses its

influence to undermine American interests. includi:ng the broadcasting of propaganda. Critically,

H&H does not contest specifically that Phoenix TV exercises defacto control over H&FL its

response is only that its shareholders have delure control. That is classic evasion.

H&H ridicules CSO's demonstrated evidence of de facto control of H&H by Phoenix

TV and the PRC's control of Phoenix TV as no more than that Phoenix TV is listed on the Hong

Kong Stock Exchange. has a global presence, and is headed by one of the richest men in China.

Response, at 8. H&H evades the point. Matters as to the entity's breath and the wealth of the

CEO are contextual, reflecting economic incentives. Listing on the Hong Kong stock exchange

reflects sovereignty of the PRC and the need for oversight by the Committee on Foreign

Inveabirent in the United States ("CFIUS") and the need for registration as a foreign media agent,

as was RT, previously known as Russia Today.

I-1&H attenrpts to minimize the compelling significance of the contents of the Chung

Pong Declaration, which demonstrates that the PRC exercises lournalistic control over Phoenix

TV. by dismissing PRC directives to temrinate Phoenix TV staff that resist or defy PRC

directives. H&H characterizes those directives as a single incident." Response, Note 31, at 9.

There are two responses. First, one incident of firing a journalist for failure to manipulate news,

is one too many. as that one incident reflects a willingness to fire more journalists and that one

12



lent becomes a su-onu deterrent to others who might have considered not compiytng with

instructions to produce future misinformation and propaganda. The global reaction by

journalists, political leaders and governments to the recent disappearance and possible death of

Jf'asliingion Post )ournalist Jamal Khashogai, who likely defied directives to manipulate his

stories to satisfy government interests, illustrates the magnitude and significance of a single

incident.b CSO submits that the 'it's only one incident" defense of H&H reflects a willingness

by H&H to accept manipulative misinformation, so long, as some unspecified iumber of

incidents remain containable.

Second, the use of ac/hoc guidelines fbr reporting favorably on the PRC and unfavorably

(or not at all) on specified news events i.s not isolated. The protaganda guidelines applied

universally to the entire Phoenix TV sta±L That oni one employee defied the PRC directives

demonstrates the force of the PRC chilling effect on the otherjournaiists.

Further. H&H represents that Phoenix TV does not broadcast propaganda as there are no

complaints from its viewers or listeners. Response, at 11-12. The absence of complaints, if so, is

likely attributable to the fact that the PRC punishes and suppresses dissent among its own people

and overseas ethnic Chinese. the latter of whom may have friends, family and businesses in

China.''

16 Saudis are Said to have Lain in Wait 'Ibr Jamal Khashoagi," Washington Post, October 9.
201 8. at https:/iwww.washingtonpost.com/world!saudis-i ay-i n-wait-for-j amal-khashoggi-and-
left-turkey-qpicklv-sourccs-say/20 1 8/1 0/09/0e283e2e-chc5- 11 e8-adoa-
OeO I efba3cci story.html'?utmterm=.hf'24593 3c3dd
' in order to avoid additional pleadings and responses. CSO will file, only if requested by the
Commission, declarations under oath from multiple persons who reside in Los Angeles County
stating that each of them listened to Phoenix U Ai\4 690 (Phoenix TV) and found the programs to
contain propaganda. The specific programs were broadcast as follows: on October 3. 4W 5tfl,
9', I 0 and II th The exact times olthe latter programs were not recorded on paper. but the
individual ntade and can trovide audio recordings of the programs.

13



H&H additionally provides the affidavit of that the Assistant CEC) declariria thai.

Phoenix TV has never authorized Jackie Pan.g to work for H&H. Response. at 11. Thai is not

credible, and it is evasive. Pivotally. CSO submits that whether as an employee, or advisor, or

volunteer. Jackie Pang is an on-camera journalist for Phoenix T\/. as demonstrated in the

Supplemental Declaration of Xiaowei Xia, together with the attached photograph reflecting her

on air appearance.18 Under the circumstances. the Commission cannot grant the Permit without

resolving whether Phoenix TV exercises control over H&H. Given all the foregoing. the

Commission cannot rely simply on trust.

4. Phoenix TV Shareholders Have Direct and Substantial Ties to the PRC

H&H arentheticaiiv notes that two Phoenix TV shareholders owning a combined

percentage ownership of 28% in Phoenix TV ..are linked "indirectly" to the Chir

Government through ownership." Response, Exhibit C, H&H is hiding something. Twentv-ei

percent of a large public company traditionally is a vet substantial amount and in some

instances allows for actual control. Yet, there is no detailing of what "indirectly" means, or the

class of shares - whether common or preferred, or whether there is capacitY of those

shareholders to impact control of the entity. H&H declares that, because of the listing rules of the

Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Phoenix TV is not capable of being unduly influenced by any

possible linkage to the Chinese Government or the Chinese Communist Party. Response. Note

26, at $ . FirsL that mere stock exchange rules could prevent Chinese Government influence.

seems highly unlikely. The power that the Chinese Government influences over media has been

well documented in great detail in the CSO's previous pleadings. Second. CSO notes that c/c

cc. Supplement. Exhibit 4.

14



June shareholders of Phoenix TV previously have attempted m purchase KDAY(AM). Redondo

Beach to gain access to the Southern California market. hut failed. Supplement, at 1 5.

Third. the Commission recognizes that a a'e fure legal Structure does not preclude dejtcio

control. Application of Tribune Media Company and Sine/al,' Broadcasting Co.. Hearing

Designation Order. DA 18-100, MB Docket 17-179. released July 10. 2018. par. 29. The idea

that 28% ownership lacks any type of influence defies the rationale and conclusions underlying

the Commission's requirement that any party holding 1 0% interest or more. or that has an

indirect capacity to exert control. he identified. 47 C.F.R. 1.2112(a) (1) and (7). Indeed, the

entire construct and dichotomy of de jure and de facto control is redicated on the

acknowledgement that actual control may not be reflected in named shareholders. id.

5. The Coxnmissions Consideration of Content in a Section 325(c) Proceeding is
Constitutionally Permitted and Expressly Judicially Authorized

a. H&H does not. have the absolute right to deliver offensive programminu via
American telecommunications infrastructure to XEWW-AM in Mexico

H&H maintains that the under the First Amendment, the Commission does not consider

progran]Jning content in considering a Permit application. Response. at 12. note 40. H&H

overstates applicable precedent.

In New York Times. supra. the Supreme Court extended broad protection from prior

restraints upon publication by newspapers of national security secrets. However, the Court left in

place the permissibility of prior restraint, despite the First Amendment. where the government

could demonstrate an "immediate and grave danger" to national security by fbrei ii actors.

However. New .}'ork Times applies to print news publications only. A lesser standard applies to

government licensed broadcast stations. J?ed Lion Broadcast 'o. r. FCC'. 395 U. S. 367

(1969); FCC v. Pacifica Foundazion. 438 U. S. 726 (I 978). Here, a broadcasting permit is at
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issue and CSO is not seehing a prior restraint. As ii Court of Appeals has specifically

	

to

Section 325(c) permit applications, the Commission may consider thai the prot,rrwninh)?

oflnsive. and, if so, the Commission is not obligated to expand the audience for the offensive

programming and may deny the Permit application. See, Supplement. at 20-22.

b. A Full Schedule of Programs Does Not Defeat the Capacity to Broadcast
Propaganda

H&H claims it has a full schedule of mostly music programs for broadcasting from a

variety of quality sources and there is no room left for propaganda..'9 Response. at 12. The

implication is that propaganda originates and accompanies only political commentary or

discussion programming. The argument is disingenuous. Moreover. Fl&H intends political

commentary and discussion programs. Response, at 12-i 3. Thus. H&H could broadcast such

propaganda. Further, CSO submits that the choice of nationalistic music with or without lyrics

can be propaganda. CSO cited Black's Law Dictionary for the legal definition of propaganda.

which supports the assertion that music can he propaganda. Supplement. at 12-13. That

definition does not exclude music.

H&H also asserts that because it will not broadcast procrams from the China mainland.

there will not be propaganda. Response. at 9. That is a non-se quilur. as the geographic

origination is not part of the definition of propaganda. H&i-1 also maintains that the PRC's

directives not to broadcast live the events of the fifTh anniversary of the restoration of 1-long

Kong to the PRC occurred in the PRC only. As Phoenix TV has global distribution. CSO submits

That Phoenix TV also broadcast quality programming does not defeat its broadcasting of
propaganda programming. as qualit\; programming may well be the factor that induces viewers
and listeners to digest propaganda..
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that the directive 'ered in China. but the suppression of the news event

Pal.

Next. H&H suggests that the Black 1 Law Dictionary is ot a horitative and irreleva

Response. at 12. While the dictionary is not a primary source for legal authority, it is a .cecondary

source and. Black i Law Dictionary is the most widely used such source for legal concepts not

defined in primal-v sources. Notably, the Supreme Court routinely relies upon dictionaries.

including Black s Law Dictionary, in its opinions. See. eg. Bullock n Bank67iampaigi'i. NA..

569 U.S. 267.. 268 (2013): Sran/hrd iinivcrsth' Roche Molecular Snsiem.v. inc.. 563 U.S. 776.

786-87 (2011).

6. H&H on Behalf of Phoenix TV and the PRC Are Attempting to influence Public Opinion
And Thusly Are Foreign AQents and the Phoenix TV investment in H&H Is a CFTUS
Covered Transact ion

CSO has shown that Phoenix TV is an agent for China, just as RT is an agent for Russia.

H&H counters that, because it is '... freely expressing [or broadcasting] ones own views. H&H

is not required to register pursuant to the Foreign Agents Registration Act: Response. at

However, the views broadcast by XEWW-AM are those of Phoenix TV. which programs the

station, and Phoenix TV is controlled by the PRC, as demonstrated in the Petition. the

Supplement (including the Chung Pong Declaration) and the Reply.

Further. CSO demonstrated in the upp1ement, at 1/, that the Department of Jusuce

required T&R Production LLC to register as a foreign agent of Russia. because that entity was a

American-based studio production company, which delivers programming via American

telecommunications infrastructure from studios in New York and Washington to Russia for

retransmsson and broadcasting hack into the U.S. by RT. In that case. the federal uovernment

concluded that these programming. production and delivery functions, as detailed by the
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government securirv anencies and others. were jntended to undermine American interests and

influence American elections for the benefit of the Russian Government. These are the same

functions and objectives as those being performed by H&.H and Phoenix TV in the U.S. and

XEWW-AM in Mexico. Yet, H&H does not even address these factors. That avoidance is a clear

indication that H&H knows that it cannot escape the same conclusion - it must register.

H&H suggests that the relevant CFIUS provisions are not yet effective, suggesting that

the Commission ma not consider those provisions.20 However, seven days ago, the Treasury

Department. as Chair of CFIUS issued mrgent and compelling" temporary regulations to

implement provisions of FIRRMA amending certain CFI1JS regulations. which became effective

on October Ii. 2018. and detailed as a Pilot Program additional CFIUS regulation changes,

which will become effective on November 10. 2018. mooring the H&H argument.21 With

respect to the Pilot Program, the Treasury Department stated:

This interim rule sets forth the scope of, and procedures for, a pilot program of the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS, or the
Committee) under section 721 of the Defense Production Act of 1950. as
amended by the Foreign investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018
(FIRRIvIA). Pursuant to section 1727(c) of FIRRMA, this pilot program
implements the authorities provided in two sections of FfRRMA that did not take
effect upon the statute's enactment. First, the pilot program expands the scope of
transactions subject to review by CFIUS to include certain investments involving
foreign persons and critical technologies. Second. the pilot program makes
effective FIRRMA's mandatory declarations provision for all transactions that fall
within the specific scope of the pilot program.22

20 Response. at 1 7.
The Press Release announcing the new regulations is at https://hoine.treasury.gov/news/press-

releases/smSO6 . The regulations. 31 CFR Part 801. are available online at
https://bometreasury.gov/systemiflles/206/FR-201 8-221 82_i 786904.pdf.
-- Ia.
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roaram regulations cover H&H as a U.S. business that produces, designs.

tests. manufactures. fabricates, or develops a critical technology that is utilized in connection

the U.S. business's activity in specified industries, including radio and television

broadcasting. See Section 801.213 (incorporating Annex A. listing Radio and Television and

Wireless Communications). 31 CFR § 801.213.

The Pilot Program also covers H&H as an invesiment companY. Section $01,207

provides:

The term pilot program covered investment means ar investment. direcr or
indii'eci. by a foreign person in an unafliliated pilot program U.S. business that
could not result in control by a foreign person of a pilot program U.S. business
and that affords the foreign person: (c) Any involvenienL other than through
voting of shares. in substantive decision-making of the pilot proaram U.S.
business regarding the use. development. acquisition. or release of critical
technology.23

The definitions and functions described in the Pilot Program are clearly applicable to

H&J-i and Phoenix TV. As ll&H describes itself as an investment company arranging for

financial investments in U.S. businesses by mainland and Hong Kong-based Chinese. and as

Phoenix TV as a breign entity has made a direct investment in T-l&H and has indirect defaclo

control of H&H and as the PRC has indirect control of' Phoenix TV, H&i-l is within the ambit of

the Pilot Program regulations. Under the regulations. H&H is required to file requisite

declarations with CFIUS by November 10. 2018. See Section 801.40 i(c)(1). Absent proof of

such a filing, the Commission should dismiss the Permit application.

3i CFRi$01.207.
31 CFR$0i.401(c)i1).
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7. The Proarani Acreemeni and Required Investment by Phoenjx TV for the Production
of P"oa amrne in Canforn1a for Tians i1ssoi to \ic'1eo and Reird tsmisioi
Broadcastina is a CFIUS Covered Transaction

14&l-I maintains that the economic investment that Phoenix TV. is making to produce

programming in California is not an investment by a foreign entity into the U.S. and, thereibre

does not require authorization h CFTUS. Response, 16-17. Because Phoenix TV is a Cayrnan

Islands chartered-Hong Kong-based entity, and its investment is into a U.S. entity, H&H.

controlled by U.S. citizens, the H&H argument is devoid of n

H&H next argues that, even if it is required to seek a review from CFIUS. the

Commission "tip/ca/h' does not coordinate with CFIUS on transaction reviews and need not wait

[to grant a Permit] even if CFIUS is undertaking a review." Response. at 16. [Emphasis

supplied.]

The expression "t picall" used by H&H is instructive. CSO submits that this is not the

"typical" situation where the transaction may involve an electronic product from China or even

create an antitrust monopolistic entity that could negatively impact consumer prices. This

transaction creates grave and irreparable risks of distorting the U.S. electoral process in all of

Southern California this year and in future elections. The H&H argument also ignores the reality

that U.S.-PRC relationships have reached an in//eel/on poini. as detailed by the government

agencies and the Vice President. The core point of these recent warnings is that "typical" no

longer applies. Coordinated governmental close review is now needed to protect the public

interest.

Further. CFTUS reviews "covered transactions:' which are defined as ''any transaction by

or with any foreign person that could result in control of any ilot program U.S. business' by a
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person. The Commission has concluded that for rurroses of the Communications Act.

such control may be defure or de facto .Aspen FM supra. Other CFIUS regulations define

"foreign person" as 'any entity over which control is exercised or exercisable by a foreien

national, foreign government. or foreign entity."26 And CHUS regulations define a "foreign

entity" as any enti y "organized under the laws of a foreign state if either its principal place of

business is outside the United States or its equity securities are primarily traded on one or more

foreign exchanges.'7 both factors which are presented with Phoenix TV. Under the program

agreement with H&H. Phoenix TV has the authority to determine and direct the important core

function of hiring, programming and sales financial management, subject only to ad hoc

preemptions. Pursuant to the express terms of the CFIUS enabling Act and CFIUS regulations.

the H&H-Phoenix TV Program Agreement is a covered transaction.

0. 050 Located Wit/i/n the XEWW-A!hf Coverage Area flax Standing to Object to
An nodAl! Parts of eha Permit Applicctiion including Objectionable Inrer/erence

H&H maintains that CSO lacks standina to object to the interference caused by XEWW-

AM to KCEE (AM). Tucson, Arizona, and the new AM facility on frequency 690 at Flagstaff.

Arizona. Response. at I 7A 8. H&H fails to support its assertions with citations to any authorities.

CSO demonstrated in its Petition to Deny that it will be in direct competition with XEWW-AM

and will suffer economic injury if the Application is granted. and that is enough to demonstrate

standing.25 Having demonstrated standing. CSO is not limited in the issues it may raise with

respect to the Appiication.

31 CFR801.210.
231 CFR800.216(h)
2731 CFR § 800.212(a).

Perition at 1 citing Eniercom License. LLC 31 FCC Red 121 96. 12205 (2016).
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Even iICSO lacked stand.ine to raise the interference issues, the Commission has long

held that informal objections can he filed by any person as to any application. See 47 C.F.R.

73.3587 and that a Petition to Deny filed h an entity without standing will be treated as an

infomial objection. Further, ll&H cites no authority for ts proposition that objections based on

interflrence are belated. To the contrary, the filing of the instant Permit application triggered the

right to complain prior to a grant as to any portion of the Permit application. See 47 C.F.R.

1 .939. As such, the interference complaints are timely.

DNew Mailers in I17e)uppieInen.l and Reply Provide Context, Greater Accuraci' to
ft7icii H&H I-las Responded and thus Are Permitted

J-i&H complains thai. CSO in its Supplement and Reply filed after the filing of the

Petition raised new matters and these matters should not he considered by the Commission.

Response, at 4 -6. Tn support thereof FI&H cites Sections 1 .41 -.1 .5130 of the Commission's

Rules.

Section 1 .45 of the Rules lists a Petition. Opposition and Reply which are expressly

permitted pleadings. CSO submits that the listing is permissive, hut not exhaustive. Additional

pleadings may be filed if they are accompanied by a request for leave to file. In re Application o/

Discussion Radio, Inc.. 1 9 FCC Red 7433 (2004). Therein, the Commission noted that

"Numerous improperly titled and unauthorized pleadings have been submitted...". Id, par. 5.

Even though no separate petitions for leave to file the unauthorized pleadings were made., the

Commission considered all the led pleadIng including a Supplement to a prior filing, and

29 Lntercom Lrcense, LLC Applicaiioirvfhr Renewal of License for Sf011017 KDND(PM). 3] FCC
Red i2l96atpar. 23 (2016).

0 \1ik Seciun I 4 of tnL Conrnsior s Rules is ela ant the citation to thc remain flu
sections s puzzling, as they lack relevance, as they concern mioimai requests tor actions;
complaint applications; stays; separate requests pieadings text size; and number of copies.
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reafter treated the unauthorized pleadings as constructive permitted pleadings. [Emphasis

Jc/, at oar. 6.

As to the Supplement, unlike the fact situation detailed above, concomitantly with its

filing. CSO requested leave for its filing. Supplement, at 1 note 1. CSO notes that despite all its

protests. H&H does not allege, let alone demonstrate, how it may have been prejudiced by the

extra pleadings. As to the Reply. it is an expressly permitted filing under Section 1.45. H&H

objects that it contains new matters beyond those detailed in the l-1&H opposition and should not

be considered by the Commission. These new matters of which H&.H comnlains include the

Declaration of' Chung Pong. the former Phoenix TV news executive, which demonstrates that the

PRC exercises control over Phoenix TV. Response, at 6. This is clearly a decisionally significant

addition to the record and should be considered by the Comriission whenever submitted.

Further, all of the other matters H&H designates as new and unacceptable (other than X13WW-

AM interference to the Arizona stations) are in fact not new matters but are clarifications and

enhancements of the matters detailed in the Petition - none are outside the ambit of the Petition.

In any event, he Commission has employed a balancing of' competing regulatory

objectives of a robust and accurate record and compliance with procedural rules. The

Commission uses its discretion to accept and consider new matters raised in a reply pleading. In

the Television Wisconsin case the Commission concluded:

The licensee found that the reply contained new matter which was not previously
raised in either BTM's petition or its own opposition. On January 27, 1971. WISC
therefore moved to strike the new matter contained in the reply. or, in the
alternative, to consider the stations simultaneously filed response to that new
matter. Upon review of BTM's reply pleading, we find that it does contain new
allegations, not responsive to matters raised by the licensee in its opposition.
While we recognize our obligation to he informed as accurately as possible b
reliable facts relating to the issues, The Cilizens Coimnittee . PCC. 436 F.2d
263 (1970). we also recognize the prohibition of our rules (47 C.FR. 1 45
limiting reply pleadings o . . . matters raised in the opposition.' As we have
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stated in the past. we do not condone the use of any pleading for other than the
designated pai-oose nor the submission of pleadings not contemplated by our rules
tr)crlpps-iJrn4'ard Broadcasting Co.. 26 FCC 2d 824 (1 970)). The strict
application of this rule isustified particularly, as here. where the petitioner has
supplied no reason fur its delay in raising these new matters. However. since no
additional delay will he caused by our acceptance of/he/all reply, and in view of
the fdct that the licensee has responded to the new matters, we believe the public
interest will best be served by a consideration of the new matters raised in BTMs
Reply and W1SC's response thereto. Accordingly, we will deny Television
Wisconsin. inc.s motion to strike and accept its response to BTMs reply
pleading." [Emphasis supplied.]1

Applying that precedent here. CSO submits that the new matters raised in the Reply wilT

not add any additional deia to the processing of the Permit application: and the new matter

provides the Commission with a full. robust and a more accurate record for consideration.

Further. given that a) national security issues are presented. b) the new matter provides context

for the matters detailed in the Petition. c) the new matter corroborates core assertions with

specificity, and d) the new matters are of substantial importance, reflecting core public interest

considerations, the Commission should consider the new matter. Pivotally. H&H has already

responded in detail to all the matters raised. As such. CSO urges the Commission to consider all

the filed pleadings.

V.

	

Conclusion

The United States has made a dramatic shift in it relations with China. jettisoning

decades of policies with a more cautious approach which responds to Chinals aggression in

undermining national security, including efforts to influence American elections. I-l&H

acknowledges these efforts and it acknowledges that the Permit application can he denied based

upon findings arising out of these considerations. Phoenix TV with direct control from China.

and wishing to expand its television empire into radio broadcasting, has tried to buy its way into

In Re Application of Television Wivconsin Inc.. 5$ FCC 2d 1232. par. 3 (1975)
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Southern California radio broadcasting wirn the aborted purchase of KDAY AM). Now it is

Uvine atiain with H&H and XEWW-AM. albeit with indirect control from China. CSO has

demonstrated a history of embedded acenes for the PRC and a demonstrated history of

manipulating the broadcast of news with selective news reporting by Phoenix TV. which is

indirectly controlled by China. Given all this. the Commission should error on the side of

protecting the national interest and deny the application or alternatively designate it for a

hearing to address the material and significant questions presented.

Respectfully suhrn i tied.

CHINESE SOUND OF ORIENTAL AND
WEST HERITAGE

es L. Winston

IBIN. WINSTON. I)IERCKS. HARRIS
& COOKE. LLP
1201 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite 200
Washington, I).C 20036
(202) 861-0870

jwinstonfl)rwdhcconi

October 17. 20.18
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